Anywhere
Ctrl+Wheel  Zoom font size in Address Bar, Tree, List, and Catalog.

Tree View
Shift+Click, Middle-Click  Open in new foreground tab.
Ctrl+Click  Open in new background tab.
Alt+Click  Open in inactive pane.
Shift+Alt+Click  Open in a new tab in the inactive pane.
Db1-Click  On the white space: scroll focused item into view.
Right-Click  On the white space: pop up the Favorites context menu.
Shift+Wheel  Increase/Decrease node indent.
Ctrl+Shift+Wheel  Increase/Decrease row height.

Catalog
Shift+Click, Middle-Click  Open in new foreground tab.
Ctrl+Click  Open in new background tab.
Ctrl+Shift+Click  Open Selected List Item(s), using the clicked application.
Drag  Move dragged item to new position.
Drag hold Ctrl  Copy dragged item to new position (Duplicate).
Ctrl+Shift+Wheel  Increase/Decrease row height.

List View
Db1-Click  On the line numbers column header ("#"), or on the area to the right of all column headers: adjust all column widths to their contents.
Db1-Click  On the white space: scroll focused item into view.
Right-Click  On the column headers: pop up a context menu depending on the column.
Hold Shift  While selecting a view: apply the view to all tabs.
Ctrl+Shift+Wheel  Increase/Decrease row height.

List View showing thumbnails
Left-Click on thumb  Mouse Down Blow Up, while mouse button is down.
Right-Click on thumb  Mouse Down Blow Up, stays up until you hit any key or click it again.

Note: hold the mouse down longer than 150ms. Quicker clicks will simply select the item.

Drag & Drop
Hold Ctrl  Force copying dragged items.
Hold Shift  Force moving dragged items.
Hold Alt  Force creating links to items.

Tabs
Wheel  Over tab heads: Scroll through the tabs.
Shift+Wheel  Over tab heads: Move the selected tab.
Db1-Click  Close tab (background tabs are shortly selected, then closed).
Middle-Click  Close tab (background tabs are closed without selecting them first).

Info Panel
Wheel  Over tab heads: Scroll through the tabs.
Db1-Click on splitter  Toggle Info Panel min/max size.

Find Files Tab
Ctrl+Click, Right-Click  On tab heads: Toggle search filter On/Off.

Splitters
Shift+Wheel  Change the global splitter width.
Right-Click  Context menu to change the global splitter width.